**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.

**STORAGE:** Store in a cool, dry place in original unopened bag.

**DISPOSAL:** Completely empty bag contents into spray tank. Empty bags should be disposed of in a sanitary landfill or by incineration, or by open burning, if allowed by state and local regulations.

**USE RATE**

Use BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT at a range of use rates from 10 to 20 pounds per 100 gallons of spray solution.

When used at the 10-pound rate, BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT provides 8.5 pounds of ammonium sulfate and the equivalent of 1 quart (0.25% v/v) of nonionic surfactant per 100 gallons. This lower use rate maintains a lower range of polymeric activity for spray deposition.

When used at the 20-pound rate, BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT provides 17 pounds of ammonium sulfate and the equivalent of 2 quarts (0.50% v/v) of nonionic surfactant per 100 gallons. This maximum use rate provides the optimum polymeric activity for enhanced spray deposition.

Always monitor spray pattern. Higher use rates of BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT will increase the concentration of the deposition polymer thereby affecting spray pattern coverage. Reduce use rates if spray pattern is too restricted. Do not exceed the maximum use rate for this product.

**ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS LABEL AND THE LABEL OF THE HERBICIDE BEING USED.**

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

Always add BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT to the spray tank water as the first component of the spray tank mixture. SLOWLY pour BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT into the mixing tank at the point of maximum agitation. In most cases, this is where the liquid level in the tank is at or just below the injection of the filling water. Continue filling while recirculating until all added products are thoroughly mixed into spray solution.

Screen size in nozzle or line strainers should be no finer than 50 mesh.

Maintain good agitation at all times until the contents of the tank are sprayed. If mixture is allowed to settle, thorough agitation is required to resuspend mixture before spraying is resumed. If refilling a partially full tank, take care to avoid exceeding recommended use rate for this product.

For optimum performance, the spray mixture must be used within eight hours after herbicide product is mixed with BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT. This product is intended for use with pesticides that are labeled for agricultural, forestry, right-of-way and non-cropland use.

BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT is approved for aquatic use.

**ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS LABEL AND THE LABEL OF THE HERBICIDE BEING USED.**

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

BRONC® PLUS DRY-EDT is a water soluble blend of ammonium sulfate, nonionic surfactant, deposition aid and antifoam agent.

BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT is formulated to improve the efficacy of glyphosate-based herbicides (i.e. Roundup®) and other postemergence herbicides that recommend ammonium sulfate or nitrogen solution and nonionic surfactant.

BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT contains nonionic surfactant, to help increase the biological efficacy of herbicides.

Ammonium sulfate helps to reduce tank mix antagonism.

The antifoam agent in BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT reduces the formation of troublesome foam.

BRONC PLUS DRY-EDT is micronized to aid in solubility and speed spray mixing.
Conditions of Sale and Limitation of Warranty and Liability:

NOTICE: Read the entire Directions for Use and Conditions of Sale and Limitation of Warranty and Liability before buying or using the product. If the terms are not acceptable, return the product at once, unopened, and the purchase price will be refunded.

ALL STATEMENTS MADE HEREIN ARE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE LAW, AND TO THE EXTENT THERE IS ANY INCONSISTENCY OR CONTENTION, APPLICABLE LAW SHALL GOVERN.

The Directions for Use of the product must be followed carefully. It is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently associated with the use of this product. Crop injury, ineffectiveness, or other unintended consequences may result because of many different factors including, without limitation, manner of use or application, weather, combination with other products, or crop conditions. All such risks shall be assumed by Buyer and User, and Buyer and User agree to hold Manufacturer and Seller harmless from any claims relating to such factors.

Seller warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label. EXCEPT FOR THIS WARRANTY, THE PRODUCT IS FURNISHED "AS-IS", AND NEITHER SELLER NOR MANUFACTURER MAKES ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE SELECTION, PURCHASE OR USE OF THIS PRODUCT; SELLER AND MANUFACTURER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE BEYOND WHAT IS STATED ON THE LABEL. Buyer and User accept all risks arising from any use of this product, including without limitation, uses contrary to label instructions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to (or beyond the control of) Seller or Manufacturer.

Neither Manufacturer nor Seller shall be liable for any incidental, consequential or special damages resulting from the use or handling of this product. THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE BUYER OR USER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY OF MANUFACTURER AND SELLER, FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT, SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THIS PRODUCT, OR, AT THE ELECTION OF MANUFACTURER OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT.

These Conditions of Sale and Limitation of Warranty and Liability shall be interpreted, unless otherwise required by the law of the state of purchase, in accordance with the laws of the State of California, excluding its conflicts of laws rules, and may not be amended by any oral or written agreement.

WILBUR-ELLIS LOGO® and Bronc® are registered trademarks of Wilbur-Ellis Company.
Roundup® is a registered trademark of Monsanto.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, CALL CHEMTREC: (800) 424-9300

NET CONTENTS: 40 LBS.

Manufactured in U.S.A. for:
WILBUR-ELLIS COMPANY
P.O. BOX 16458
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93755